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ABSTRACT
Text location in scanned documents is important for selection,
search, and other interactions with visual presentations of scanned
books. In this paper, we describe a work flow to extract and
verify text locations using commercial software, along with free
software products and human proofing. Our method uses Adobe
Acrobat’s OCR functionality, but can be easily adapted to other
OCR software products. To help mid-sized digital libraries, we
are making our solution available as open source software.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The widespread adoption of electronic publishing has not
eliminated printed books. But as physical books continue to be
printed, they also are being made available online in a format that
resembles their physical appearance. In book digitization, one of
the major tasks is to determine the exact location of text,
including paragraphs, words and letters on a scanned page.
Location of text is important to digital publications because they
bridge the gap between visual presentation and the underlying
textual data. There is a broad class of uses for word/letter
locations. They provide precise locations for search results; they
make text selectable and they provide visual cues for the position
of the words/letters in question, even when a page is displayed to
a user as an image.
Many digital readers show scanned pages of documents. In those
readers, typical features such as text selection (by either mouse
drag or cursor movement with “shift” and arrow keys) and search

Text locations also provide an essential basis for alternative
layouts that enhance readability or can be repurposed for smaller
screens. A good example is our own project, the International
Children’s Digital Library (ICDL), which is a free website of
exemplary children’s books from around the world at
www.childrenslibrary.org. In ICDL, two reading interfaces are
Table 1. Features based on word/letter locations for some
common applications
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Text
selection

Google PDF Reader

√

Google Books Search

Highlighting
search key
words
√
√

Google Patent Search

√

√

Amazon Book
Preview

√

√

Adobe Reader

√

√

Language models are also commonly used to improve
performance because they greatly restrict the number of possible
letter combinations. On the other hand, OCR with the wrong
language model usually results in very low accuracy.
For
example, we tried performing OCR for Mongolian while the
recognition language was set to Russian. The results were very
poor despite both using the same Cyrillic character set.

Figure 2. PopoutText reader in ICDL where the paragraph is
located and magnified.
used to enhance the readability of picture books. PopoutText
selectively magnifies the part of a page containing text, and
ClearText replaces scanned text with computer rendered text [5].
Both readers need text locations in the scanned images before
these or other treatments to the text can be performed.
Traditionally, libraries maintain metadata at the book level to
enable book searching and help users choose books [4]. For large
online digital libraries, OCR is widely used with mass digitization
[2], sometimes followed by human validation and editing. Since
OCR often provides the locations of words in addition to the
transcribed text, metadata specifications for digital libraries may
have grown to include word/letter locations.
In this paper, we describe a complete pipeline for obtaining
recognized text along with text locations from scanned picture
books using a combination of readily available tools, customized
scripts and human intervention. Even though all the components
are readily available, we are not aware of any description or
publicly available code that brings all these pieces together. We
have found that this solution can be used to obtain satisfactory
word locations and totally correct paragraph locations. This work
flow has been included in the ICDL with excellent results, and we
are currently processing all the books in the library. We explain
the steps and to provide the software (which is freely available as
open source 1 ) to assist others that have similar needs in their own
projects.

2. EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
The research community has had a long-lasting interest with
document layout analysis, especially on text detection, location
and recognition algorithms [3]. Text detection and location and
recognition algorithms have obtained satisfactory performance for
daily use.
In most optical character recognition (OCR)
algorithms, text recognition and location are interwoven for
higher accuracy. As a result, text location can be obtained with
recognized text with no extra cost.
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The code described in this paper is available at
http://www.childrenslibrary.org/downloads

There are several software products dedicated to document layout
analysis and OCR. There are open source solutions 2 , but their
performance is not comparable with commercial systems yet. We
have looked into the commercial software products such as
ABBYY FineReader 3 , Adobe Acrobat 4 and OmniPage 5 . The
commercial products usually claim a large number of recognition
languages and very high accuracy. In practice, however, high
accuracy is usually available only with some of the recognition
languages, on very clean scans with little or no background
images and relatively simple layouts. Unfortunately for the
ICDL, many of our books are picture books with complex
backgrounds and layouts, and thus even the best available tools do
not work reliably.
Some software products differentiate between recognition
languages and working languages. A recognition language is a
language with dictionaries and other language models already in
the OCR engine, and a working language is a language whose
letters can be recognized. Those products usually have higher
accuracy with recognition languages and lower accuracy with
working languages. Those OCR software products usually
process one scanned document at a time. Some of them provide
programmable but limited APIs for automation.
We choose to use Adobe Acrobat 9 Professional because it has a
number of advantages over other OCR software products. The
batch document processing functionality in Adobe Acrobat
provides a good starting point to process large amount of books.
Acrobat is also widely used, so if an organization already has it,
then utilizing its OCR functionality will not add to the total cost
of the system.
However, Acrobat does not serve our purpose directly. Its batch
processing functionality can only be controlled through direct
user interaction (as opposed to programmatically). Also, most of
Acrobat’s functionality only supports PDF as an output format
which makes it difficult to connect with any plain-text system.

3. SOLUTION
Since Acrobat provides a good starting point for word location,
we designed a semi-automatic work flow with Acrobat that
overcomes the technological difficulties mentioned. The work
flow includes automatic processing and proofing by human users
(Figure 1). For the automatic processing, Acrobat is controlled
programmatically by Windows automation software and
customized scripts. We also integrate proofing by human users to
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A well-known open source OCR software is OCRopus, available
at: http://code.google.com/p/ocropus/
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ABBYY FineReader: http://finereader.abbyy.com
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Abode Acrobat 9 Pro: http://www.Adobe.com/Acrobat9Pro
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Nuance – OmniPage: http://www.nuance.com/omnipage/

software to simulate the required user interaction. The Windows
automation software 6 runs scripts that simulate selecting/clicking
on Windows controls specified by control IDs. The scripts can
then be compiled and run from the command line. The AutoIt
scripts are in turn controlled by a C# program, which also
converts the PDF files containing text strings into plain text files
through a free library 7 .

Figure 3. Automatic Processing
OCR to produce a PDF file with metadata (left); Writing
word metadata to another PDF file (middle); Convert PDF
file to text file (right)
correct the text location errors introduced by Acrobat (but leave
OCR errors alone). These two parts are described in more detail
in the following sections.

3.1 Automatic Processing
The automatic processing part of the pipeline programmatically
controls the batch processing in Acrobat to extract words and
their locations from scanned book pages, and outputs the
extracted words with locations as plain text. The information as
comma delimited text files is then imported into the ICDL
database (Figure 2).
Thanks to its built-in batch processing functionality, Acrobat can
perform OCR on all image files in one specific directory. It
converts every scanned image into one PDF file that contains the
image and word data, which includes word locations, and writes
the file into the designated output directory. Acrobat also has
Javascript support, so we wrote a script that extracts the word data
as text strings from one PDF file and writes it into another PDF
file.
Since Adobe’s batch processing functionality requires user

The C# program processes one book at a time. It copies all
scanned pages of a book from the ICDL server into the input
directory, processes and extracts words and locations, and writes
the information into a predefined output directory. The C#
program also merges word locations into paragraph bounding
boxes by grouping words that are vertically close to each other.
The information in the output directory is then imported into the
ICDL database by another automatic task running on the server.

3.2 User Proofing
Like any OCR software, Acrobat is not always accurate. The
complex background pictures and artistic page layouts in many of
our books further complicates the task. Therefore our work flow
includes proofing by humans to check the automated process.
This approach is made possible by the ICDL’s 1,400 existing
volunteers.
The location output of Acrobat is for individual words. However,
since proofing every word location is tedious for humans, we
chose to group words into paragraphs for users to check. The
paragraph bounding boxes are sufficient for our PopoutText
reader.
ClearText requires letter locations for the best
representation, but verified paragraph bounding boxes still help to
restrain the processing area for letter-locating algorithms.
We built a web-based tool for our volunteers to do this proofing
(Figure 4). Users start with an overview of the book that shows
thumbnails of all the pages and the number of boxes on each
page. Users can click on a page thumbnail to review its paragraph
bounding boxes.
The bounding box editor is implemented in Javascript. After
loading the bounding boxes from the database, the editor lets
users manipulate existing boxes, and create or delete them. The
bounding boxes are rendered on top of the scanned page image as
semi-transparent rectangles. As the user navigates among pages,
the updated bounding boxes are saved in the database.
For most simple cases, the bounding boxes have been correctly
generated by the automatic processing so few modifications are
required during user proofing. The small number of bounding
boxes on a typical page also helps speed up the reviewing. For
more complex books, or books in languages not supported by
Acrobat (such as Mongolian), the user typically has to create all
the boxes manually. Thus, the time it takes to review a book
varies significantly, but tends to be between one and five minutes
for the short to medium picture books in our collection (e.g. those
with fewer than 50 pages).

Figure 4. Paragraph Bounding Box Editor in a web browser
window
interaction, our work flow uses third-party Windows automation
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AutoIt: http://www.autoitscript.com/autoit3/
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PDFBox: http://www.pdfbox.org/userguide/text_extraction.html

4. DISCUSSION
We created a complete text location processing pipeline for the
ICDL. This work flow has recently been completed, and we are
in the middle of processing the ICDL books. We used C# to
control
the
whole
process.
In
practice,
any
programming/scripting language could be substituted in place of
C#.
There were a number of problems to overcome. Acrobat, being
the most important building block of the pipeline, is the biggest
limiting factor in our work flow. The Acrobat OCR engine
suffers from all the problems OCR algorithms have, namely,
problems handling complex backgrounds, layouts and artistic
fonts. Also, Acrobat’s OCR facilities are limited to a relatively
small set of recognition languages and cannot process other
languages. These problems are not surprising since language,
layout and background complexity are limiting factors for all
OCR engines. Another reason is that the document layout for
some of our books is more complex and Acrobat was probably
designed and optimized for more textual documents. See Figure 5
for examples of unsuccessful and successful examples.
We have had challenges with other parts of the pipeline as well,
but there are workarounds for everything. For example, the
Windows automation software cannot run in command line mode,
so we had to use a remote desktop client. In fact, most Windows
automation software products have similar limitations. A better
solution would be possible if Adobe had provided a programming
interface to its OCR and batch processing functionalities in the
Acrobat SDK.
We are also improving the usability of the bounding box editor to
minimize the proofing effort done by humans. Volunteers will be
able to add boxes more quickly by, for example, using a single
mouse drag to create and define a box instead of the two
interactions that are currently required to create, and resize a box.
We are also adding more shortcut keys to minimize mouse use –
which will be very useful for books where the automated boxes
are either correct or nearly correct.
Another enhancement we intend to make is to build into the
bounding box editor tool the capability to let users match the
textual presentation (i.e., type face, color, etc.) of the original
book more specifically, thus yielding a more faithful rendering in
the ClearText interface.

5. CONCLUSION
We have described a practical solution to obtain word and
paragraph locations from digitized books. Our approach uses a
combination of commercial software, free software products and
human proofing, and has achieved satisfactory results. While our
tools have been customized for use with the ICDL, we have made
it all available as open source software because we believe it
could be adapted to other libraries with a modest effort.

Figure 5. Text location results with Adobe Acrobat Pro 9.
Left: Mongolian on complex background, no word location
detected; Right: German on relatively simple background,
two paragraphs correctly detected.
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